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In this photo, we
can see ….. .

a boy and his three
sisters
five children
a teacher
a man and a
woman

The boy in the
centre ….. .

has got a black Tshirt
has got long
blonde hair
is sad
has got brown
hair

What can you
see in the photo?

books, eyes, arms
pens, flowers,
shoes
faces, hands, dogs
birds, heads, bags

Complete the word: B _ _ _ T I F U
L

EAU
AEU
UEA
EUA

Five + eight + twelve = …..

33
25
43
24

My aunt Lucy is my father’s …..

brother
sister
daughter
wife
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“…..” is the opposite of “small”.

Happy
Big
Nice
Hot
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Find a name for this “family” of
words: shower, river, sea.

The home
Water
Weather
Gardens
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Leo Patterson is
Sue’s …..

friend
brother
father
neighbour

Leo says he
wants to ….. .

buy a new bicycle
go to a party
give Sue a present
see Danny on
Sunday

What do we
know about Leo?

He hasn't got a
bike.
He can go to the
party by bus.
He doesn't live
near Danny.
His bike is
broken.

We know that
….. .

Leo can't go to the
party by car
Leo is going to
drive his father's
car
Danny and Leo
are going to the
party together
the party starts at 3
o'clock
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Jack ….. in the garden at the
moment.

are
is
am
have
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Please sit down and ….. quiet,
children!

make
don't
be
put

My sister ….. blue eyes.

has got
have got
hasn't
is

….. I have a piece of cake, please?

Am
Has
Can
Does

Mr and Mrs Hampton ….. to the
supermarket on Saturdays.

usually go
don't often
are never
doesn't like
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In the photo, we
can see a table
with a ….. behind
it.

bookcase
blackboard
door
window

The sandwich is
….. a brown bag.

under
in
in front of
on top of

What can you
see in the photo
that you can eat?

ham, cheese,
bread
apple, cucumber,
jam
cake, ham, apple
cheese, bread, egg

Find the list of
things that you
can eat.
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vegetables, meat,
plates
rice, paint,
strawberries
forks, carrots,
biscuits
beans, pears,
pasta
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England, Wales, Northern Ireland
and ….. are in the United Kingdom.

Scotland
The Republic of
Ireland
Canada
Australia
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English people love ….. and usually
put milk or lemon in it.

coffee
tea
fish and chips
cereal

Meghan and Kate are married to
two princes: ….. .

Charles and
Edward
Harry and William
William and
Charles
Edward and
William

….. is only 130 years old and no
one lives there, but visitors to
London usually want to see it.

Buckingham
Palace
The Tower of
London
Tower Bridge
Stonehenge

A man asks a girl, “How old are
you?” She answers, “…..”

Ten o’clock.
Nine years old.
I’m fine.
Emma.
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A man is working. A woman asks
him, “Do you stop at the cinema?”
What's the man's job?

He's a police
officer.
He's a film actor.
He drives a bus.
He sells tickets at a
cinema.

At school, Patrick's friend asks him,
“…..” Patrick answers, “Yes, I'm all
right.”

Is the answer
right?
Are you clever?
Have you got a
problem?
Are you OK?
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On the bus, you give your seat to
an old lady. She says, “Thank you.”
What can you say?

“I'm ready.”
“You’re
welcome.”
“I'm so sorry.”
“Have a nice time.”
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A man is saying, “They're black and
white and very big but they aren't
dangerous and they don't make a
lot of noise. I love playing with
them.” What's he talking about?

Motor bikes.
His dogs.
Computer games.
A rock band.

You're leaving a friend's house and
it's raining. Your friend's father
says, “Do you want to borrow an
umbrella?” What can you say?

“Absolutely. That's
a terrible idea.”
“Yes, of course I
can borrow it.”
“That's really kind
of you.”
“No problem.”
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“Key” rhymes with the letter “…..”.

a
p
i
k
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Complete the list: there, wear,
share, ….. .

near
fire
hair
here
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Oooo
oOoo
ooOo
oooO

“Calculating” = O o o o.
“Impossible” = ….. .
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We know that
Alan Drew ….. .

is the manager of a
nature reserve
teaches at a
secondary school
plays in the football
team
has got a minibus
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We know the
members of the
club are
interested in …..
.

the natural world
football
trips to big cities
visits to castles

What can you
say about the
minibus?

The school football
team needs it on
Sundays.
It belongs to the
school and has
only 12 seats.
The football team
can’t have it in
September.
The football team
doesn't need it on
Saturday 6th
October.

What do we
know about
Cranmarsh
Nature Reserve?

There aren't many
birds and flowers in
the reserve.
Visitors usually
have lunch at the
café in the reserve.
You can see
everything in the
reserve in an hour.
It's the perfect
place for people
who like long
walks.
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“This new app is amazing.” “Really?
…… it …… ?

How ….. go
Who ….. for
What does ….. do
Why ….. so good

…..... much ..... the fridge?

How ..... does cost
Is there .....
cheese in
How ..... have you
got
Do you keep .....
eggs in

It often rains in England, ….. ?

isn't it
doesn’t it
does it
don’t they

Find the word that is an object you
find in the kitchen.

bin
pillow
toe
sleeve
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Mum ….. the dinner but she's ill
today, so ….. it.

normally cooks …
she doesn't cook
usually cooks…
Dad's cooking
likes cooking … I
cook
always cooking …
she can't cook
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Find the pair of words with different
vowel sounds. For example:
ship/please, main/test.

green/east
know/go
food/book
my/time
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The ….. invaded England in 1066.
Their leader became King William I
of England.

Normans
Romans
Vikings
Spanish
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